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Teacher Guide
Our resource has been created for ease of use by both
TEACHERS and STUDENTS alike.
Introduction

short‑answer questions, research, and extension
activities.

T

his resource provides
ready-to-use information
and activities for
remedial students in grades
five to eight. Written to grade
and using simplified language
and vocabulary, social studies
concepts are presented in a way that
makes them more accessible to students and easier to
understand. Comprised of reading passages, student
activities and overhead transparencies, our resource
can be used effectively for whole‑class, small group and
independent work.

The Assessment Rubric (page 4) is a useful tool for
evaluating students’ responses to many of the activities in
our resource. The Comprehension Quiz (page 37) can
be used for either a follow-up review or assessment at the
completion of the unit.

PICTURE CUES
Our resource contains three main types of pages, each with
a different purpose and use. A Picture Cue at the top of
each page shows, at a glance, what the page is for.
Teacher Guide
• Information and tools for the teacher
Student Handouts
• Reproducible worksheets and activities

How Is Our Resource Organized?
EZ

STUDENT HANDOUTS
Reading passages and activities (in the form of
reproducible worksheets) make up the majority of our
resource. The reading passages present important
grade‑appropriate information and concepts related to
the topic. Embedded in each passage are one or more
questions that ensure students understand what they have
read.

EASY MARKING™ ANSWER KEY
Marking students’ worksheets is fast and easy with this
Answer Key. Answers are listed in columns – just line
up the column with its corresponding worksheet, as
shown, and see how every question matches up with its
answer!

For each reading passage there are BEFORE YOU READ
activities and AFTER YOU READ activities.

NAME:

Before You Read

...................

Major Figures

The BEFORE YOU READ activities prepare students
for reading by setting a purpose for reading. They
stimulate background knowledge and experience,
and guide students to make connections between
what they know and what they will learn. Important
concepts and vocabulary are also presented.

1. Match each of the words below with the correct meaning. You may use a
dictionary to help you.
1.
1.
©

•

Easy Marking™ Answer Key
• Answers for student activities  

undistinguished

A

ambitious

B

surrender

C

assassinated

D

regiment

E

bankruptcy

F

memoirs

G

demerit

H

plantation

I

martyr

J

pardon

K

quash

L

toa)give
something up a) True
illegal
to put down
or suppress completely
b) valid
b) False
a c)
unit
of ground forces
seceded

c) False
a person who
suffers or dies for a cause
d) depended
d) True
without any e)
claim
to distinction; unnoticed
sections
forgiveness
of an offensee) True
f) industrialized
eager; showingg)aresentment
strong desire to dof)something
False
a h)
large
farm or estate
abolitionism

7

g) economy

9

b) A

Answers will vary

3.

regiment – C
bankruptcy – L
c) E

Answers will vary

4.
Answers will vary

martyr – D
pardon – F

5.

d) B

Answers will vary
based on resource
used

quash – B

2.
Answers will vary

7.
Answers will vary
based on resource
used

e) C

3.
6.

Answers will vary

8.

Answers will vary

11

Answers will vary
based on resource
used

Answers will vary
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13
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reasonable answers
8

assassinated – J

plantation – H

j) resentment
k) sections

2.
Answers will vary

surrender – A

demerit – I

c) valid

h) industrialized

1.
a) B

ambitious – G

memoirs – K

6.

d) legitimate

3. Many people become soldiers and fight in different battles. Should soldiers
honored?
l) be
supersede
Accept any
Should they be thanked? How?

5

5.

undistinguished – E

Answers will vary

i) depended
American Civil War CC5500
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4.

North: industrialized,
more immigrants,
abolitionists
South: smaller
population,
agriculture

k) supersede

Answers will vary

©

1.

opposed
complete ruin, usually from being inb)
massive
debt
l) legitimate

The AFTER YOU READ activities check students’
comprehension of the concepts presented in the
reading passage and extend their learning. Students
are asked to give thoughtful consideration of the
reading passage through creative and evaluative

3.
Possible answer:
Slaves worked on
farms and
plantations which
were the main
industries in the south

g) True

a mark against
one’s record for a fault
i) opposed
h) False
to kill suddenly or secretly
2.
j) economy
a written record of events
a) seceded

2. What makes someone a hero? What are the qualities of a hero? Be sure to
be very
e) illegal
specific in your response.
2.
f) abolitionism

•

Every question matches
up with its answer!

f) D
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American Civil War CC5500

American Civil War CC5500

